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Abstract. We prove that the moduli space Alev11 of 1; 11-polarized Abelian surfaces with level
structure of canonical type is birational to Klein's cubic hypersurface in P4. Therefore, Alev11 is
unirational but not rational, and there are no G11-cusp forms of weight 3. The same methods
also provide an easy proof of the rationality of Alev9 .
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Classical results of Tai, Freitag and Mumford and newer results of O'Grady,
Gritsenko, Hulek and Sankaran say that moduli spaces of polarized Abelian var-
ieties are almost always of general type. However, for Abelian varieties of small
dimension and polarizations of small degree the situation is different and the cor-
responding moduli spaces usually have beautiful geometry.
In this paper we describe a projective model for the moduli of complex Abelian
surfaces with a polarization of type 1; 11, with level structure of canonical type.
As a direct consequence we obtain the unirationality of this moduli space, which
also turns out to be non-rational. However, unirationality already implies that there
exist no G11-cusp forms of weight 3.
LetAd denote the moduli space of polarized Abelian surfaces of type 1; d, and let
Alevd be the moduli space of 1; d-polarized Abelian surfaces with canonical level
structure. The map which forgets the level structure represents Alevd as a ¢nite cover
of Ad . Its general ¢ber is Gd=Glevd  SL2Zd, where Gd and Glevd denote the corre-
sponding paramodular groups. In particular, if d is an odd prime number, then
the forgetful morphism is a rami¢ed cover of degree dd2 ÿ 1=2. (See [LB], [Mum],
[GP1] for the de¢nition of canonical level structure, and basic results.)
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Our main result is the following
THEOREM 0.1. The moduli space Alev11 is birational to Klein's cubic hypersurface
K  V
X
i2Z5
x2i xi1  0
 !
 P4:
In particular, Alev11 is unirational but not rational.
The cubic hypersurfaceK  P4 was ¢rst studied by Klein [Kl] (see also [KlF], Band
II) in connection with the z-embedding of the modular curve X 11 of level 11, which
turns out to be de¢ned by the 4 4-minors of the Hessian of the equation of K. In
this respect, we note that K is the unique PSL2Z11-invariant of degree three in
P4, and that furthermore PSL2Z11 is its full automorphism group [Ad1]. The Klein
cubic being smooth is unirational but not rational, cf. [CG], [Mur], [Bea].
Our result should be regarded in light of the following facts: At is not unirational
(and in fact pgeAtX 1) if tX 13 and t 6 14; 15; 16; 18; 20; 24; 30; 36 (Gritsenko
[Gri1], [Gri2]), while eAlevp is a 3-fold of general type for all prime numbers
pX 37 (Hulek and Sankaran [HS1], Gritsenko and Hulek, appendix to [Gri1]),
where eAlevp is a smooth projective model of a compacti¢cation ofAlevp . See also [GH],
and the survey paper [HS2] for related results, and [Bo] for a ¢niteness result in the
same spirit. On the other hand,Alev5  PH0FHM3, where bar stands for the Igusa
(Voronoi) toroidal compacti¢cation and FHM is the Horrocks^Mumford bundle on
P4 ([HM], [HKW]), while Alev7 is rational having as birational model a smooth V22, a
prime Fano 3-fold of index 1 and genus 12 which is rational (see [MS], [Schr] and
[GP2] for details). It would be interesting to know how the Klein cubic ``compares''
with the toroidal compacti¢cation of Alev11 .
In a series of forthcoming papers [GP2], [GP3], we will give details as to the struc-
ture of Alevd , 6W dW 12, (excluding d  9 and 11, which are covered here) and Ad ,
d  14; 16; 18 and 20. In particular, we will prove their rationality or unirationality.
Finally, the methods used in this paper also provide an easy proof of the
rationality (over Qx for x a primitive 9th root of unity) of Alev9 . The unirationality
of this space also follows implicitly from O'Grady's work [O'G]. He identi¢es
Alevp2 , for p prime, with the moduli space A1p of pairs of principally polarized
Abelian surfaces and rank two subspaces of the p-torsion points, non-isotropic
for the Weil pairing. O'Grady studies the extension to (natural) toroidal
compacti¢cations of the ¢nite natural forgetful map p from A1p to the moduli
space A1 of principally polarized Abelian surfaces. Not all singularities of the
toroidal compacti¢cation of A1p are canonical, so O'Grady needs to describe
carefully a partial desingularization all of whose singularities are canonical, before
being able to apply Hurwitz's formula for p to get an expression for the canonical
class. For p  3, our method in addition to being simpler also has the advantage
of providing an explicit rational parametrization (over Qx).
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1. Preliminaries
We review basic properties of polarized Abelian surfaces, specializing to the case of
polarizations of type 1; 11. For a more detailed review of this material as used
in this paper, see [GP1], ½1. In general, we use the notation and de¢nitions of [LB]
and [Mum].
Let A;L be a general Abelian surface with a polarization of type 1; 11. Then jLj
induces an embedding of A  P10  PH0L_ as a projectively normal surface (cf.
[Laz]) of degree 22 and sectional genus 12. (The projective normality of the general
such Abelian surface, follows also from the proof of [GP1], Theorem 6.5.)
Riemann^Roch tells us that A is contained in 22 quadrics, which generate the homo-
geneous ideal of A ([GP1], Theorem 6.5).
The line bundle L induces a natural map from A to its dual, fL: A! A^, given by
x 7! txL 
 Lÿ1, where tx:A! A is the morphism given by translation by x 2 A.
Its kernelKL is isomorphic toZ11  Z11, and is dependent only on the polarization.
For every x 2 KL there is an isomorphism txL  L. This induces a projective
representation KL ! PGLH0L, which lifts uniquely to a linear representation
of KL after taking a central extension of KL
1ÿ!Cÿ!GLÿ!KLÿ! 0;
whose Schur commutator map is the Weil pairing. GL is the theta group of L and is
isomorphic to the abstract Heisenberg group eH11, while the above representation
is isomorphic to the Schro« dinger representation of eH11 on V  CZ11, the vector
space of complex-valued functions on Z11. An isomorphism between GL andeH11, which restricts to the identity on centers induces a symplectic isomorphism
between KL and Z11  Z11. Such an isomorphism is called a level structure of
canonical type on A; c1L. (See [LB], Chapter 8, ½3 or [GP1], ½1.)
A decomposition KL  K1L  K2L, with K1L  K2L  Z11 subgroups
isotropic with respect to the Weil pairing, and a choice of a characteristic c ([LB],
Chapter 3, ½1) for L, de¢ne a unique basis fWcx j x 2 K1Lg of canonical theta
functions for the space H0L de¢ned in [LB], Chapter 3, ½2. This basis allows
an identi¢cation ofH0LwithV via Wcg 7! xg, where xg is the function onZ11 de¢ned
by
xgd  1 g= d0 g 6= d

for g; d 2 Z11:
The x0; . . . ; x10 can also be identi¢ed with coordinates on PH0L_. Under this
identi¢cation, the representation GL ! GLH0L coincides with the Schro« dinger
representation eH11 ! GLV . We will only consider the action of H11, the ¢nite
subgroup of eH11 ! GLV  generated in the Schro« dinger representation by s
and t, where sxi  xiÿ1; txi  xÿixi; for all i 2 Z11 and x  e2pi11 is a primitive root
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of unity of order 11. Notice that s; t  x, so H11 is a central extension
1ÿ! m11ÿ! H11ÿ! Z11  Z11ÿ! 0:
Thus the choice of a canonical level structure means that if A is embedded in
PH0L_ using as coordinates xg  Wcg, g 2 Z11, then the image ofAwill be invariant
under the action of the Heisenberg group H11 via the Schro« dinger representation.
(See [LB], Chapter 6, ½7).
If moreover the line bundle L is chosen to be symmetric (and there are always
¢nitely many choices of such an L for a given polarization type), then the embedding
via jLj is also invariant under the involution i, where ixi  xÿi; i 2 Z11; which
restricts to A as the involution x7! ÿ x.
Let NH11 be the normalizer of H11 inside SLV , where the inclusion
H11  SLV  is the Schro« dinger representation. An element a 2 NH11 induces
an outer automorphism ofH11 and, hence, an automorphism ofZ11  Z11 preserving
the Weil pairing eD, for D  1; 11. The group of such automorphisms is SL2Z11,
and thus we get a map c : NH11 ! SL2Z11. As in [HM] ½1, one sees that the
kernel of this map is H11 and that c is surjective. This leads to extensions
where in the bottom row NH11=m11 is a semidirect product by the above
(symplectic) action of SL2Z11. Since H2SL2Z11;C  0 it follows that
NH11 is in fact the semi-direct product H11 SL2Z11 (see [HM], ½1 for details
in the identical case of H5).
Therefore the Schro« dinger representation of H11 induces an 11-dimensional
representation r11: SL2Z11ÿ!SLV :
In terms of generators and relations, cf. [BM], one has
PSL2Z11  hS;T j S11  S2TS6T 3  1; ST 3  T 2  1i;
where
S  1 10 1
 
and T  0 ÿ11 0
 
;
while the representation r11 is given projectively by
r11S  xij=2dij0W i;jW 10 and r11T  
1
11
p xÿij0W i;jW 10;
where x is the above ¢xed 11th root of unity. (See [Tan] and [Si] for details.)
The center of SL2Z11 is generated by T 2, and r11T2  ÿi. Thus the represen-
tation r11 is reducible. In fact, ifV andVÿ are the positive and negative eigenspaces,
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respectively, of the involution i acting on V , then V and Vÿ are easily seen to be
invariant under r11 and, moreover, r11 splits as r  rÿ, where r is the
representation of SL2Z11 acting on V. Note that rÿ is trivial on the
center of SL2Z11, so it descends to give an irreducible representation
rÿ: PSL2Z11ÿ!GLVÿ:
For the reader's convenience, we reproduce from the Atlas of ¢nite groups
[CNPW] the character table for PSL2Z11:
where a  12 ÿ1

5
p ; a0  12 ÿ1ÿ

5
p ; and b  12 ÿ1
ÿ11p . The conjugacy
classes are represented by
I g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 g6 g7
1 0
0 1
 
0 ÿ1
1 0
 
1 ÿ1
1 0
 
3 0
0 4
 
5 0
0 9
 
3 2
4 3
 
1 1
0 1
 
1 2
0 1
 
Similarly, the other direct summand r: SL2Z11ÿ!GLV is one of two
mutually dual six-dimensional irreducible representations of SL2Z11. We refer
the reader to [Dor] for the character table of SL2Z11.
2. Moduli of 1; 11-Polarized Abelian Surfaces
From now on, let A;L be a general Abelian surface with a polarization of type
1; 11 and with canonical level structure. As seen in the previous section, jLj embeds
A  P10  PH0L_  PV_ as a projectively normal surface of degree 22 and
sectional genus 12, which is invariant under the action of the Heisenberg group
H11 via the Schro« dinger representation. In particular, H0IAn is also a represen-
tation of weight n of the Heisenberg group (i.e., a central element z 2 C acts by
multiplication with zn), and hence all its irreducible components will have dimension
11= gcd11; n. (See [LB], pg. 179, for this last fact.)
We will ¢rst determine equations for the locus of odd two-torsion points of 1; 11
polarized Abelian surfaces. This is a set in Pÿ  PVÿ_. To analyze the equations
which arise, we will need to make use of the SL2Z11 symmetry present.
Notice that S2V   H0OPH0L_2 is 66-dimensional, and as a representation
of weight 2, splits into six isomorphic 11-dimensional representations of H11, each
Size of conjugacy class 1 55 110 132 132 110 60 60
Conjugacy class I g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 g6 g7
Character
w1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
w2 5 1 ÿ1 0 0 1 b b
w3 5 1 ÿ1 0 0 1 b b
w4 10 ÿ2 1 0 0 1 ÿ1 ÿ1
w5 10 2 1 0 0 ÿ1 ÿ1 ÿ1
w6 11 ÿ1 ÿ1 1 1 ÿ1 0 0
w7 12 0 0 a a0 0 1 1
w8 12 0 0 a0 a 0 1 1
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isomorphic to a twist V 0 of the Schro« dinger representation. On the other hand, by
(2.2) of [HM], HomH11V 0;V 
 V  is an NH11=H11  SL2Z11-module and
coincides with the representation r11 described in Section 1. Decomposing into
the positive and negative eigenspaces of the involution i we deduce that
V  HomH11 V 0;S2V  and Vÿ  HomH11 V 0;^2V ;
as SL2Z11-modules. By (2.2) of [HM], j : V 0 
HomH11V 0;S2V  ! S2V 
is an isomorphism of NH11-modules, and since S2V  is an irreducible
NH11-module it follows that V is a six-dimensional irreducible representation
of SL2Z11.
The SL2Z11-isomorphism j : V 
 V 0 ! S2V  can be represented as follows.
We use the usual basis x0; . . . ; x10 for V (identi¢ed with the basis of canonical theta
functions of H0L), and the basis f0; . . . ; f10 of V 0 such that sfi  fiÿ1 and
tfi  xÿ2ifi, i 2 Z11. Then there is a basis e0; . . . ; e5 of V (in fact the projection
of x0; . . . ; x5 onto V coming from the decomposition V  V  Vÿ) such that
the map j takes ei 
 fj to the i; jth entry of the 6 11 matrix R5, whose entries
are
R5ij  xjixjÿi; 0W iW 5; 0W jW 10;
where the indices of the variables are mod 11. Thus the span of the entries in any row
of R5 are a H11-subrepresentation of S2V . Also, any H11-subrepresentation of
S2V  can be obtained by taking a linear combination of the rows, and taking
the span in S2V  of the resulting 11 quadratic polynomials. In addition, if
P 2 P10 and v 2 V, then v  R5P  0 if and only if P is contained in the scheme
cut out by the H11-subrepresentation of quadrics determined by v.
Abusing notation, we will also denote by V the eigenspaces of the involution i
acting on V 0 (by ifi  fÿi). Then the restriction of j to V 
 V induces a
SL2Z11-isomorphism F : ^2Vÿ!S2Vÿ;usually called the intertwining
operator (see [We], [AR] pp. 62^63, 74, or [Ad5] for details). We may regard the
intertwining isomorphism F as being induced by a skew-symmetric matrix with
entries quadratic polynomials in the coordinates of Vÿ, namely: F takes the element
ei ^ ej of ^2V to the i; jth entry of the matrix
S 
0 x12 x22 x32 x42 x52
ÿx12 0 x1x3 x2x4 x3x5 ÿx4x5
ÿx22 ÿx1x3 0 x1x5 ÿx2x5 ÿx3x4
ÿx32 ÿx2x4 ÿx1x5 0 ÿx1x4 ÿx2x3
ÿx42 ÿx3x5 x2x5 x1x4 0 ÿx1x2
ÿx52 x4x5 x3x4 x2x3 x1x2 0
0BBBBBB@
1CCCCCCA:
Here we are abusing notation by identifying xi 2 V with the projection of xi onto Vÿ
under the decomposition V  V  Vÿ. Note that S can also be viewed as the
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restriction of the ¢rst 6 6-block of R5 to Pÿ, where we use x1; . . . ; x5 as coordinates
on Pÿ (where xi  xÿi).
We will only need the fact that S arises from the intertwining operator in Lemma
2.1 (1) below. The key fact we will need later about S is the simple observation that
if P 2 Pÿ, then v  R5P  0 if and only if v  SP  0.
Following [GP1], ½6, we de¢neDi  Pÿ to be the locus where the matrix S has rank
W 2i, for i  1; 2. By the previous observation, we may interpret Di as the locus
of points in Pÿ  P10  PV_ which are contained in at least a 6ÿ 2i-dimen-
sional family of H11-representations of quadrics. Remark also that all the loci
Di are invariant under the action of PSL2Z11 via the representation rÿ de¢ned
in Section 1.
LEMMA 2.1. (1) D1  Pÿ is a smooth curve of degree 20 and genus 26 isomorphic to
the modular curve X 11. (This is Klein's z-model of the modular curve X11. It
is the ``trace'' of the origins in the Shioda compacti¢cation of elliptic normal curves
with level structure in P10, and its embedding is induced by l4, where l, a 10th root
of the canonical bundle on X11, is the generator of the group of PSL2Z11-invariant
line bundles on X11. See [Kl], pp. 153-156, [AR] and [Dol] for details.)
(2)D2  Pÿ is an irreducible sextic hypersurface, de¢ned by the 6 6Pfaf¢an of S.
It contains as an open subset the locus inP10 of odd 2-torsion points of 1; 11-polarized
Abelian surfaces with canonical level structure.
Proof. (1) Consider the composition
C : Pÿ  PVÿ_ ÿ! PS2Vÿ_ ÿ! P^2V_;
where the ¢rst map is the Veronese embedding and the second isomorphism is
induced by the intertwining operator. Then for P 2 Pÿ, one can write
CP  SP, the latter being a skew-symmetric matrix which should be interpreted
as an element of ^2V_. It is then clear that D1 is the pull-back under C of
the locus in P^2V_ of rank 2 skew-symmetric matrices. This latter locus
can be identi¢ed with Gr2;V_. Thus D2 is isomorphic to the pull-back of
Gr2;V_ under C.
Adler-Ramanan [AR], Theorem 19.17, study this pull-back. In particular, they
show that this pull-back gives the same variety in Pÿ as that de¢ned by Klein's
equations studied by Ve¨lu in [Ve]. It is proven in [Ve], (summarized in The¨ore© me
10.6), that Klein's equations give the so-called the z-model of X 11, and this model
is always nonsingular. (See [Dol], Theorem 5.1 for the explicit statement.) Thus
D1 is isomorphic to X 11.
The genus ofX 11 is well known: see for example [Hu], pg. 59, for the genus of the
modular curve of level n. The degree of the z-model is calculated in [Ve]. (See also
[AR], Corollary 23.28.)
(2) For a general point P 2 Pÿ  PVÿ, S has rank 6, the intertwining operator
being an isomorphism, thus Pÿ  D3 6 D2. In fact D2  Pÿ is the sextic
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hypersurface given by the Pfaf¢an of S. For the record, the equation f6 of D2 is
f6  ÿx21x2x33  x31x3x24 ÿ x32x23x5  x1x34x25  x22x4x35
 x1x42x4 ÿ x2x3x44 ÿ x41x2x5  x43x4x5  x1x3x45
 x1x2x23x24 ÿ x21x22x3x5 ÿ x1x22x24x5 ÿ x21x3x4x25  x2x23x4x25;
though we will not make use of its explicit form. To prove its irreducibility we will use
the fact that it is a PSL2Z11-invariant in S6Vÿ. Without loss of generality we may
assume that as a PSL2Z11 representation Vÿ has character w3. It is easy to see that
wS2Vÿ  w3  w5; so in particular there are no PSL2Z11 invariants in S2Vÿ.
On the other hand, wS3Vÿ  w1  w5  w6  w7; so in S3Vÿ there is precisely
one PSL2Z11-invariant, which we will denote by f3. Thus the only way that f6 could
fail to be irreducible is if f6  f 23 . But f6 is not a square. To see this, set, say
x4  x5  0 in the matrix S and take its Pfaf¢an, or just set x4  x5  0 in the above
equation for f6. We get only one term, ÿx21x2x33, which is not a square, so f6 itself
cannot be a square, and thus f6 is irreducible. (Alternatively, the irreducibility of
D2 follows from [Ad3].)
For any point P 2 D2 nD1, SP is of rank 4, thus P is contained in a pencil of
H11-subrepresentations of quadrics in P10. The last claim follows now from the fact
that H11 hii-invariant Abelian surfaces in P10 lie on a pencil ofH11-representations
of quadrics, and that odd 2-torsion points of a general Abelian surface get mapped to
D2 nD1  Pÿ, and uniquely determine the surface (cf. [GP1], Lemma 6.3 and
Lemma 6.4). &
By Lemma 2.1, we may de¢ne now the morphism
Y : D2 nD1ÿ!Gr2;V  Gr2; 6;
D2 nD1 3 P 7! kerSP  fv 2 V j v  SP  0g;
which sends a point P to the pencil ofH11-subrepresentations of quadrics containing
it. The general 1; 11-polarized Abelian surface embedded with level structure via a
symmetric line bundle meets Pÿ in the (images of the) six odd 2-torsion points.
By [GP1], Lemma 6.4 they are mapped via Y to a single point in Gr2; 6. Thus
Y factorizes as a rational map
Y11 : Alev11 Gr2; 6  Gr2;V;
which essentially takes an Abelian surfaceA to the point in Gr2; 6 corresponding to
the H11-subrepresentation H0IA2  H0OPV 2.
THEOREM 2.2. The map Y11: Alev11 Gr2; 6 yields a birational map between
Alev11 and imY.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the degeneration arguments in [GP1],
Theorem 6.5, and the above results. &
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In order to prove Theorem 0.1 we will need to determine the precise structure of
imY. To do so, we will use the following representation of the Plu« cker embedding
of the Grassmannian Gr2; 2m  Gr2;W , where W  C2m, mX 2.
Gr2; 2m is embedded in P 2m2 ÿ1  P^2W  via the Plu« cker embedding, as the
variety of those 2-vectors which are totally decomposable. Thus hyperplanes in
the Plu« cker embedding can be identi¢ed with (projectivized) skew symmetric forms
H 2 P^2W , and thus with 2m 2m skew-symmetric matrices. In this setting
the Grassmannian Gr2; 2m can be also identi¢ed (as an embedded variety) with
the subvariety R1 of 2m 2m skew-symmetric matrices of rank two. The hyperplane
sections corresponding to points of R1 are the Schubert cycles s1, the sets of lines
intersecting a given subspace of codimension 2 in PW .
More precisely, if P 2 Gr2; 2m corresponds to a subspace of W  C2m spanned
by the rows of a 2 2m matrix
L  a1    a2m
b1    b2m
 
;
then the corresponding 2m 2m skew-symmetric matrixHP  pij has as entries the
Plu« cker coordinates of L
pij  aibj ÿ ajbi:
This matrix is rank 2, all the rows being linear combinations of the rows of L. Con-
versely, given any 2m 2m skew-symmetric matrix of rank 2, the span of the rows
yields a two-dimensional subspace of C2m W , and hence a point in Gr2; 2m.
Furthermore, with obvious abuse of notation, the following correspondence holds:
LEMMA 2.3. For H 2 P^2W  and k 2 f1; . . . ;mg the following are equivalent
(1) H 2 Rk : fH 2 P^2W  j rankHW 2kg
(2) H lies in the k-chordal locus of R1  Gr2; 2m (i.e., lies in the union of linear
subspaces Pkÿ1  P^2W  which is k-secant to R1).
Proof. All these facts are classical, and easy to prove. See, for instance, [SR].&
An easy computation shows that the codimension of Rmÿk in P^2W  is 2k2
ÿ 
. In
particular, Rmÿ1 is a hypersurface in P^2W  of degree m, de¢ned by the Pfaf¢an
of the generic skew-symmetric matrix.
Remark 2.4. The Plu« cker embedding is compatible with the natural action of
PGLW , and the orbits under this action are exactly Rk n Rkÿ1, for k  1;m, where
R0  ;.
The following lemma describes the map Y in the above setting:
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LEMMA 2.5. LetM be a 2m 2mskew-symmetric matrix of forms of rank 2mÿ 2 on
a variety X. Then the mapY : X ! Gr2; 2m induced by x 2 X 7!kerMx  C2m is
given in (dual) Plu« cker coordinates by
x 7!Mx 2 R1  Gr2; 2m;
where M is the 2m 2m skew-symmetric matrix de¢ned by
Mij 
ÿ1ijPf ijM; i < j;
0; i  j;
ÿ1ij1Pf ijM; i > j;
8<:
and where Pf ijM is the Pfaf¢an of the matrix obtained by deleting the ith and jth
rows and columns from M.
Proof. We will make use of the following standard facts concerning Pfaf¢an
identities (see [BE] and [Re] for more details). Let F be a free module of rank
n  2m over the ring R, let F  denote the dual module, and let f : F  ! F be a
skew-symmetric morphism (that is the matrix of f corresponding to the choice
of a basis in F and the dual basis in F  is a skew-symmetric n n-matrix M). Now,
^F  and ^F are modules over each other and we adopt here [BE]'s notation in
writing ab for the result of an operation of a 2 ^F on b 2 ^F  and vice-versa; thus
ab 2 ^F  and ba 2 ^F . The skew-symmetric map f corresponds to an element
j 2 ^2F , such that for all a 2 F  we have f a  ÿaj. In terms of a basis
e1; . . . ; e2m of F , if fij is the matrix of f with fij  ÿfji, then
j 
X
i<j
fijei ^ ej:
Now ¢x an orientation e 2 ^2mF  (that is a generator of this module). This yields
a correspondence between skew-symmetric maps g : F ! F  and elements
c 2V2mÿ2 F , via ga  cae. In coordinates, write
c 
X
i<j
gijefi;jg ;
where fi; jg denotes the complement of the set fi; jg in f1; . . . ; 2mg, and for a subset
H  fi1; . . . ; ing  f1; . . . ; 2mg with i1 <    < in, eH  ei1 ^    ^ ein . Notice that
the matrix corresponding to g is ÿ1ijgij. We then have, for a 2 F ,
f  ga  f cae  ÿcaej:
Recall that divided powers are related to Pfaf¢ans by the formula
jp 
X
jHj2p
PfMH eH ;
where M denotes the skew-symmetric matrix of f with respect to feig and the dual
basis fei g, while MH denotes the principal submatrix of M determined by rows
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and columns indexed byH. Thus, ifM has rank 2mÿ 2, then jm  0. Now Lemma
2.4 of [BE] tells us that for a 2 F ,
jmae  jmÿ1aej;
so if g : F ! F  is the morphism corresponding to jmÿ1 and jm  0, then
f  g  0.
In coordinates, letM be the skew symmetric n n-matrix corresponding to f (and
the above choice of bases), denote by PfM its Pfaf¢an and by Pf ijM, for i < j, the
Pfaf¢an of the skew-symmetric matrix obtained fromM by ommiting the ith and jth
rows and columns, and set Pf ijM  ÿPf jiM, if i > j.
Thus if the matrix M  mij is the skew-symmetric matrix with entries
mij  ÿ1
ijPf ijM if i 6= j,
0 if i = j,

thenM is the matrix of g associated with the bases feig of F and fei g of F . The above
compositions read asM M  0. Thus alsoM M  M Mt  0, as required.&
We show next that imY is a smooth Fano 3-fold of genus 8 and index one. As a
corollary of Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.6 below we obtain then Theorem 0.1.
THEOREM 2.6. The Zariski closure of imY  Gr2; 6  Gr2;V in the Plu« cker
embedding has equations given in Plu« cker coordinates by
p23  ÿp15; p26  p13; p14  ÿp35; p16  p45; p46  ÿp12:
Furthermore, this linear section ofGr2; 6 is three-dimensional, smooth and, hence, a
Fano 3-fold of type V14. Furthermore it is birational to the Klein cubic hypersurface
K  V
X
i2Z5
x2i xi1  0
 !
 P4:
Proof. The ¢rst thing to check is that imY  P9 satis¢es the ¢ve linear relations
given above. This can easily be checked by hand using Lemma 2.5 simply by
computing the corresponding Pfaf¢ans of the matrix S and showing they satisfy
the given relations. Observe also that the SL2Z11 representation on ^2V induced
by r decomposes as the sum of a 5 and a 10-dimensional irreducible
representations. The equations in the statement of Theorem 2.6 de¢ne this
10-dimensional representation as a subspace of ^2V.
To conclude that the closure of the image ofY is actually given by these equations,
we will show that the subscheme X of Gr2; 6 de¢ned by these equations is
three-dimensional and nonsingular, and thus a Fano 3-fold V14 of genus 8 and index
1. To this end we will use a classical construction due to G. Fano [Fa], and recast in
modern language by Iskovskih [Is1], [Is2] (see also [Pu]), which shows that any
V14 is birationally equivalent to a (smooth) cubic threefold in P4.
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Let H1; . . . ;H5 be ¢ve (linearly independent) hyperplanes in P14 
PH0OGr2;61, and let
X : Gr2; 6 \H1 \    \H5:
By Lemma 2.3 and the discussion preceding it, we may identify P14_ with the space
of 6 6 skew-symmetric matrices, and so Gr2; 6_ can be naturally identi¢ed with
the locus R2 of skew-symmetric matrices of rank W 4. As seen above Gr2; 6_
is then a cubic hypersurface in P14_ de¢ned by the 6 6 Pfaf¢an of the generic
skew-symmetric matrix. Its singular locus is the locus R1 of 6 6 skew-symmetric
matrices of rank W 2, which is isomorphic (as an embedded variety) to Gr2; 6.
By Lemma 2.3, the Pfaf¢an cubic is also the secant variety to R1  Gr2; 6.
Let P4 : hH1; . . . ;H5i  P14_ denote the span of the above ¢ve hyperplanes as
points in P14_, and let
B : Gr2; 6_ \ hH1; . . . ;H5i:
De¢ne now a (possibly rational) map
C : B ÿ!Gr2; 6
B 3 b 7!kerb 2 Gr2; 6;
where we think of each element b of B as a 6 6 skew-symmetric matrix of rank W 4.
ThereforeC is de¢ned on all of B iff B is disjoint from the singular locus of Gr2; 6_.
LEMMA 2.7. If the cubic hypersurface B is smooth and imC \ X  ;, then X is a
nonsingular threefold (Fano of genus 8, index 1).
Proof. First, let x 2 X be a point where the Zariski tangent space of X at x, TX ;x,
has dimTX ;x > 3. If l1; . . . ; l5 are the Zariski tangent spaces to H1; . . . ;H5 at x, then
TX ;x  TGr2;6;x \ l1 \ . . . \ l5  TP14;x:
Suppose now that H1; . . . ;H5 are given by the linear equations h1  0; . . . ; h5  0,
respectively. The only way TX ;x could fail to be three-dimensional is if there exist
a hyperplane section H whose equation is
P5
i1 aihi  0 for some ai, with
TH;x  TGr2;6;x. Thus H must be tangent to Gr2; 6, and so H 2 B. If the cubic
B is smooth, then B is disjoint from the singular locus of Gr2; 6_, and the map
C above is de¢ned everywhere on B. Now CH is the point of the Grassmannian
Gr2; 6 which H is tangent to; thus, in particular, if H is tangent to Gr2; 6 at
a point of X , we must have CH 2 X and CB \ X 6 ;. In conclusion, if
CB \ X  ;, we must have dimTX ;x  3 and soX is a non-singular Fano threefold.
&
Proof of Theorem 2.6 continued.We use Lemma 2.7 to check that the subschemeX
of Gr2; 6 de¢ned by the equations in the statement of Theorem 2.6 is
three-dimensional and nonsingular. We can now compute B directly in our case:
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Let xij , 1W i < jW 6, be coordinates on P14_ dual to the Plu« cker coordinates pij on
P14. Then, in our particular case, the P4 spanned by H1; . . . ;H5 is cut out by the
equations
x12 ÿ x46  0; x13  x26  0;
x14 ÿ x35  0; x15 ÿ x23  0;
x16  x45  0; x24  x25  x34  x36  x56  0:
Making now the substitutions x0  x12; x2  x13; x1  x14; x4  x15; and x3  x16,
we see that the equation of B  P4, with coordinates x0; . . . ; x4, is given by the
6 6 Pfaf¢an of the skew-symmetric matrix
M 
0 x0 x2 x1 x4 x3
ÿx0 0 x4 0 0 ÿx2
ÿx2 ÿx4 0 0 x1 0
ÿx1 0 0 0 ÿx3 x0
ÿx4 0 ÿx1 x3 0 0
ÿx3 x2 0 ÿx0 0 0
0BBBBBB@
1CCCCCCA
which is
B  fx20x1  x21x2  x22x3  x23x4  x24x0  0g:
Thus B is Klein's cubic K  P4i0 x2i xi1  0	, the only PSL2Z11-invariant cubic
in P4. This cubic is known to be smooth. (See also [Ad4], Lemma 47.2 for the Pfaf¢an
description of the Klein cubic.)
To show that X is nonsingular, we need now to check the second hypothesis of
Lemma 2.7. By Lemma 2.5, the mapC: B! Gr2; 6 is given in Plu« cker coordinates
by the matrix
M 
0 x0x1 x2x3 x1x2 x0x4 x3x4
ÿx0x1 0 x23  x0x4 x1x3 ÿx0x2 ÿx21 ÿ x2x3
ÿx2x3 ÿx23 ÿ x0x4 0 ÿx2x4 x20  x1x2 x0x3
ÿx1x2 ÿx1x3 x2x4 0 ÿx22 ÿ x3x4 x0x1  x24
ÿx0x4 x0x2 ÿx20 ÿ x1x2 x22  x3x4 0 ÿx1x4
ÿx3x4 x21  x2x3 ÿx0x3 ÿx0x1 ÿ x24 x1x4 0
0BBBBBB@
1CCCCCCA:
In order for a point P  x0 : . . . : x4 2 B to satisfy CB 2 X , the Plu« cker
coordinates of CP must satisfy the ¢ve linear equations de¢ning X , which yields
that P must satisfy the equations
x2i  2xi1xi2  0; W iW 4;
X4
i0
x2i xi1  0:
The ¢rst set of equations is precisely the Jacobian of the Klein cubic B, and since B is
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smooth, there are no points P 2 B satisfying these equations. Hence, by Lemma 2.7,
X is non-singular.
We are left now to construct a birational map between B K  P4 and X  P9.
As mentioned above, a classical construction due to Fano and Iskovskih [Fa], [Is2]
(see also [Pu] for details) provides such a (rather indirect) birational transformation.
For the reader's convenience we sketch it in the sequel.
The lines Lp in P5  PV_ represented by points p 2 X sweep out an irreducible
quartic hypersurface G  P5 (called ``da Palatini'' by Fano). Through the generic
point x 2 G, passes exactly one Lp, with p 2 X .
On the other hand, since B is smooth, each point q 2 B  Gr2; 6_ \ P4 corre-
sponds to a hyperplane Hq tangent to the Grassmannian in exactly one point nq,
called the ``centre'' of Hq. The lines Nq in P5 represented by centres nq of points
q 2 B sweep out an irreducible variety S  P5.
It is easy to see that S  G. (See, for instance, [Pu], pp. 83^84, where the given
argument holds whenever B is a smooth 3-fold.) Now through the generic point
of S passes exactly one line Nq, with q 2 B. Otherwise, if q; q0 2 B and
Nq \Nq0 6 ;, then the whole pencil spanned by q and q0 lies in B, which means that
we found a line in B. But this contradicts the fact that the Fano variety of the Klein
cubic is 2-dimensional. Therefore S  P5 is an irreducible hypersurface, and so
we must have S  G. (The quartic equation de¢ning G  S is the unique quartic
invariant for the action of SL2Z11 on P via r; see [Ad4], Corollary 50.2 for
the explicit equation.)
Choose now a generic hyperplane P  P5, and let G : G \P. We may de¢ne
birational maps
Z : X G; Z p : P \ Lp;
g : B G; gq : P \Nq:
The composition w : gÿ1  Z de¢nes now a birational isomorphism between X and
B, as required. (See [Pu] and [Is2] for a detailed analysis of this mapping.) &
Remark 2.8. (1) The birational isomorphism w provided in the proof of Theorem
2.6 and Theorem 0.1 depends on the choice of a hyperplane P  P5, and thus is
not compatible with the action of PSL2Z11. The indeterminacy locus of the
isomorphism w (as well as of its inverse) turns out to be the union of an elliptic
quintic curve E and 25 mutually disjoint secant lines to it (which are £opped by
w). In terms of linear systems, w is de¢ned by j5H ÿ 3Ej, where H is the hyperplane
class on X . Similarly, wÿ1 is induced by j7H 0 ÿ 4E 0j, whereH 0 is the hyperplane class
on B and E 0 is the base locus of g.
(2) Takeuki [Ta] and Tregub [Tr] have constructed a different birational
isomorphism of a smooth Fano 3-fold V14 of genus 8, index one onto a smooth
cubic hypersurface B  P4, which can be brie£y described as follows. Let C be a
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(general) rational normal curve C on B  P4. There are exactly 16 chords
li; 1W iW 16 to C on B. Let eB be the blowing-up of B along C and the li's. Then
the linear system L  j8H ÿ 5C ÿP16i1 2Lij provides a birational morphism fromeB onto the intersection X of Gr2; 6 with a codimension 5 linear subspace. Under
this morphism, the unique divisor D 2 j3H ÿ 2C ÿP16i1 Lij is contracted to a point
p. The inverse birational morphism is then induced by the linear system
j2H 0 ÿ 3pj, where H 0 is the hyperplane class on X .
(3) Notice also that every (abstract) smooth Fano 3-fold of genus 8, index one is
isomorphic to a codimension 5 linear section of Gr2; 6, cf. [Gu].
Question 2.9. It seems plausible that the lines on the codimension 5 linear sectionY
of Gr2; 6, which is the Zariski closure of imY in Theorem 2.6, are parametrized by
the modular curve X 11, and that the intermediate Jacobian of Y is isomorphic to
the generalized Prym variety corresponding to the (symmetric) Hecke correspon-
dence T3 on X 11. See, for instance, [Ad2] and [Ed] for a geometric description
of this Hecke correspondence.
Remark 2.10. Let A;L be a general 1; 11-polarized Abelian surface, where L is
assumed to be symmetric. One can show that the linear system j2L ÿ 2P16i1 eij,
of even divisors of 2L having multiplicity two in the half periods, descends to a
(complete) very ample linear system on the (desingularized) Kummer surface X
associated to A, and embeds it as a codimension 8 linear section of the spinor variety
S  P15, which parametrizes isotropic P4's in an eight-dimensional smooth quadric
in P9. It would be interesting, in the light of [Muk], to determine exactly which
codimension 8 linear sections correspond to such Kummer surfaces.
3. Moduli of 1; 9-Polarized Abelian Surfaces
As mentioned in the introduction, an argument similar to the one used in Section 2
allows us to prove the rationality of Alev9 .
For the remaining of the paper, let A;L be a general Abelian surface with a
polarization of type 1; 9 and with canonical level structure. Most of the facts con-
cerning theta groups from Section 1 can be adapted to this case, but we will make
little use of them in the sequel. We will also assume that L is chosen to be a symmetric
line bundle.
As seen in Section 1 jLj embeds A  P8  PH0L_  PV_ invariantly under
the action of the Heisenberg group H9 via the Schro« dinger representation, and
the involution i. In particular, H0IAn is a representation of weight n of the
Heisenberg group, whose irreducible components will have dimension
9= gcd9; n. Via jLj, A is embedded as a projectively normal surface of degree
18 which is contained in nine quadrics (cf. [Laz], or [GP1], Theorem 6.5). However,
in contrast with Section 2, we are in a boundary case, in that these quadrics do
not generate the homogeneous ideal of A. Moreover, in general the quadrics con-
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taining the degenerations used in the proof of Theorem 2.2 and [GP1], Theorem 6.5,
(b), cut out only a threefold.
As in Section 2, we will investigate the locus of odd 2-torsion points, which in this
simpler case turns out to be the whole of Pÿ  PVÿ_  P3.
The space of quadrics H0OP82 decomposes into ¢ve nine-dimensional
representations of the Heisenberg group, each one isomorphic to the Schro« dinger
representation. As above, one such decomposition is given by the spans of the rows
of the matrix de¢ned in [GP], ½6:
R4 
x20 x
2
1 x
2
2 x
2
3 x
2
4 x
2
5 x
2
6 x
2
7 x
2
8
x1x8 x2x0 x3x1 x4x2 x5x3 x6x4 x7x5 x8x6 x0x7
x2x7 x3x8 x4x0 x5x1 x6x2 x7x3 x8x4 x0x5 x1x6
x3x6 x4x7 x5x8 x6x0 x7x1 x8x2 x0x3 x1x4 x2x5
x4x5 x5x6 x6x7 x7x8 x8x0 x0x1 x1x2 x2x3 x3x4
0BBBB@
1CCCCA:
Thus every nine-dimensional H9-subrepresentation of quadrics is spanned by v  R4
for some v 2 C5  V, and thus these representations are parametrized by
P : PV_. If we restrict R4 to Pÿ  PVÿ_, the ÿ1-eigenspace of the
involution i, and consider as before the ¢rst 5 5 block, we obtain the matrix
S 
0 x21 x
2
2 x
2
3 x
2
4
ÿx21 0 x3x1 x4x2 ÿx4x3
ÿx22 ÿx3x1 0 ÿx4x1 ÿx3x2
ÿx23 ÿx4x2 x4x1 0 ÿx2x1
ÿx24 x3x4 x2x3 x1x2 0
0BBBB@
1CCCCA;
representing the intertwining operator F : ^2V ! S2Vÿ:
As in Section 2, or [GP1], ½6, it follows that for a point P 2 Pÿ, v  R4P  0 if and
only if v  SP  0.
LEMMA 3.1
(1) rankSPX 2, for all P 2 Pÿ.
(2) The locus D1  Pÿ where matrix S has rank 2 is the disjoint union ofa smooth curve
C  Pÿ of degree 9, which is the complete intersection
fx21x2 ÿ x22x4 ÿ x1x24  x1x22 ÿ x33  x21x4 ÿ x2x24  0g  Pÿ;
and the four points
P1  0 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 0 : 0 : ÿ1 : 0 : 0;
P2  0 : ÿ1 : 1 : 0 : ÿ1 : 1 : 0 : ÿ1 : 1;
P3  0 : ÿ1 : x3 : 0 : ÿx6 : x6 : 0 : ÿx3 : 1;
P4  0 : ÿ1 : x6 : 0 : ÿx3 : x3 : 0 : ÿx6 : 1;
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where x  e2pi9 is a primitive root of order nine of the unity.The curve C is isomorphic
to the modular curve X 9.
Proof. Direct computation and arguments similar to those used in the proof of
Lemma 2.1. &
As in Section 2, we may interpret D1 as the locus of points in Pÿ  P8  PV_
which are contained in a net of H9-subrepresentations of quadrics. On the other
hand, S is a 5 5 skew-symmetric matrix, so S drops rank on all of Pÿ. Therefore
we can de¢ne again a map
Y : Pÿ nD1ÿ!P
Pÿ nD1 3 P 7!PkerSP  Pfv 2 V j v  SP  0g;
which sends a point P to the unique H9-subrepresentation ofH0OP8 2 of quadrics
containing it.
By an argument similar to the one used in the proof of Lemma 2.5, the morphism
Y is easily seen to map a point P 2 Pÿ to the point of P whose coordinates
are given by the 4 4-Pfaf¢ans of SP, taken with suitable signs. In coordinates,
if P  x1 : . . . : x4 2 Pÿ this yields Yx1 : . . . : x4  v0 : . . . : v4, where
v0  ÿx21x2x3  x22x3x4  x1x3x24;
v1  x1x32 ÿ x2x33  x1x34;
v2  ÿx31x2  x33x4  x2x34;
v3  x21x2x3 ÿ x22x3x4 ÿ x1x3x24;
v4  x1x33 ÿ x31x4 ÿ x32x4:
Since v0  ÿv3, we deduce that the image of Y is contained in the linear subspace
P of P de¢ned by v0  ÿv3. As in Section 2, by [GP1], Lemma 6.4, Y induces
a rational map
Y9 : Alev9 P;
which essentially is de¢ned by taking an Abelian surfaceA  P8 toYA \ Pÿ nD1,
that is to the point corresponding to the unique H9-subrepresentation of H0OP8 2
of quadrics containing the Abelian surface.
Remark 3.2. It is easy to see that a 1; 9-polarized Abelian surface A  P8 is not
cut out by quadrics. Indeed, if v  v0 : . . . : v4  Y9A 2 imY, then v0  ÿv3
and each quadric entry of v  R4 vanishes at the (¢xed) point
P  1 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 0 : 0 2 P8:
However, since s3P  P and t3P  P, where s and t acting by translation by
9-torsion points on A are the usual generators of H9 in the Schro« dinger
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representation, P cannot be contained in A. Thus A is not cut out by quadrics since
the only quadrics containing A are linear combinations of the entries of v  R4.
In fact one may show that for the general Abelian surface A, the quadrics de¢ned
by v  R4 cut out the union of A and the set of nine points which form the H9 orbit
of P. A degeneration argument, in the spirit of [GP1], ½6, shows that the homo-
geneous ideal of A is in fact generated by the 9 quadrics and 6 extra cubics (use
Lemma 3.4 below).
We can now prove the rationality of Alev9 :
THEOREM 3.3. Y9 : Alev9 P  P3 is a birational map.
Proof. We follow much the same strategy as the proof of [GP1], Theorem 6.5,
however since, by Remark 3.2, quadrics do not cut out an Abelian surface, we will
need to involve cubic equations, and the process is a bit more dif¢cult com-
putationally.
We will also make use of the ubiquitous (Moore) 9 9-matrices
M04x; y  x5ijy5iÿji;j2Z9 ;
where we think of x  xii2Z9 as a point in the ambient P8 and y  yii2Z9 as a
parameter point. We refer the reader to [GP1], ½½2 and 6 for a detailed discussion
of their properties. Note also that the matrix R4 above, up to transpose and per-
mutations of rows and columns, is a submatrix of M04x; x.
LetZ : Yÿ1imY9  Pÿ nD1; and let Z denote the closure of Z in Pÿ nD1. Let
A  P8Z be the family de¢ned by the condition that the ideal of a ¢bre Az, z 2 Z, is
generated by the 9 quadrics, which are entries of Yz  R4 (i.e., the
H9-subrepresentation of H0OP82 vanishing at z), along with the cubics which
are the 6 6-Pfaf¢ans of the skew-symmetric 9 9-matrix M04x; z. By [GP1],
Corollary 2.8 and Lemma 6.4, Az contains all Abelian surfaces whose odd 2-torsion
points map to z.
We need to show that there exists an open set U  Z, such that the restricted
family AUÿ!U is £at, and every smooth ¢ber is an H9-invariant (and thus
1; 9-polarized) Abelian surface.
The degeneration argument in [GP1], Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 6.2 shows that if
E  P8 is a Heisenberg invariant elliptic normal curve of degree 9, then
SecE \ Pÿ nD1  Z. The same is also true if we take E to be the ``standard
9-gon'' X G9, and SecE to be its ``secant variety'', that is, with notation as in
[GP1], ½4:
X G9  [i2Z9 li;i1  P8;
where li;i1  hei; ei1i is the line joining the vertices ei and ei1 of the standard
simplex in P8. In particular, for E  X G9, the set SecE \ Pÿ nD1 and thus also
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Z contain the point
z0  0 : 0 : ÿ1 : ÿ1 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 1 : 0:
Let I0 be the homogeneous ideal of the ¢bre Az0 . To conclude the result, it will be
enough to show that Az0 is contained in a surface of degree 18.
Now Yz0  0 : 1 : 0 : 0 : 0 2 P  P, so I0 contains the quadrics Yz  R4,
namely: fxixi2; i 2 Z9g. On the other hand, the matrix M09x; z0 is
0 0 0 ÿx6 x2 ÿx7 x3 0 0
0 0 0 0 ÿx7 x3 ÿx8 x4 0
0 0 0 0 0 ÿx8 x4 ÿx0 x5
x6 0 0 0 0 0 ÿx0 x5 ÿx1
ÿx2 x7 0 0 0 0 0 ÿx1 x6
x7 ÿx3 x8 0 0 0 0 0 ÿx2
ÿx3 x8 ÿx4 x0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ÿx4 x0 ÿx5 x1 0 0 0 0
0 0 ÿx5 x1 ÿx6 x2 0 0 0
0BBBBBBBBBBBB@
1CCCCCCCCCCCCA
We consider ¢rst two of its 6 6-Pfaf¢ans: The skew-symmetric 6 6-minor coming
from taking rows (and columns) 1,2,3,5,6 and 7 has Pfaf¢an
ÿx2x3x4  x4x27 ÿ x3x7x8  x2x28 2 I0;
and similarly taking rows (and columns) 1,2,3,4,6, and 8, we get another cubic
Pfaf¢an
ÿx0x3x6  x4x6x8 2 I0:
Taking into account the quadrics in I0, we observe that I0 also contains the
polynomials x4x27 ÿ x3x7x8  x2x28 and x0x3x6. Since the matrix M09 is Heisenberg
invariant (in the x-coordinate) up to permutations of rows and columns, it follows
that I0 is H9-invariant, and hence contains
xixi2; i 2 Z9
x0x3x6; x1x4x7; x2x5x8;
xi4x2i7 ÿ xi3xi7xi8  xi2x2i8; i 2 Z
The claim of Theorem 3.3 follows now from the following combinatorial lemma,
which determines the Hilbert polynomial of I0:
LEMMA 3.4.
(1) The ideal J1 generated by the quadric and cubic monomials
fxixi2; xixi3xi6; xi3xi7xi8 j i 2 Z9g
is the Stanley^Reisner face ideal IX D9 corresponding to the triangulation D9 of the
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torus T1 in [GP1], Proposition 4.4. In particular, J1 has the same Hilbert polynomial
as a 1; 9-polarized Abelian surface.
(2) The ideal J2 generated by the 12 quadric and cubic monomials
fxixi2; xixi3xi6 j i 2 Z9g;
cuts out the threefold
S 
[8
i0
Li; Li  siL0;
where L0 is the P3 determined by fx0  x1  x4  x5  x8  0g: J2 is the face ideal
of the `` solid '' torus whose triangulation D9 is described in 1. This is the complex
whose two-simplices are those of D9 but which has in addition three-simplices with
vertices xi; xi1; xi3; xi4.
(3) The ideals
Jl:m  J2  hlxi4x2i7 ÿ mxi3xi7xi8  lxi2x2i8; i 2 Z9i;
for l : m 2 P1, de¢ne a £at family of surfaces Xl:m  P8 with the same Hilbert
polynomial as a 1; 9-polarized Abelian surface. In particular, I0  J1:1 de¢nes
a surface of degree 18 as desired.
Proof. The proof is easy and left to the reader. Observe that Xl:m is de¢ned by J2
and 9 trinomials, from which it can be shown that set theoretically Xl:m is the union
of 9 distinct (smooth) quadric surfaces
Xl:m 
[8
i0
Qi; Qi  siQ0;
where Q0 is de¢ned by
Q0  L0 \ flx3x6 ÿ mx2x7  0g:
On the other hand, J0:1  J1 is the Stanley^Reisner ideal of the triangulation D9 of
the torus, and thus has the required Hilbert function. (See also [GP1], Proposition
4.4, for details.) &
Remark 3.5. The linear projection pÿ: PV_  P8 Pÿ commutes with the
involution i and thus maps a general H9 hii Abelian surface A  P8 to a 6-nodal
Kummer quartic surface K  P3  Pÿ (whose nodes are the odd 2-torsion points
of A). The linear system of quadrics through the set S of nodes of K maps the
Kummer surface to a smooth quartic K 0  P3. Such a smooth quartic surface
has 16 skew conics, and in fact any smooth quartic surface in P3 containing 16 skew
conics is a Kummer surface of an Abelian surface A;L with a polarization of type
1; 9, via the linear system j2L ÿ 2P16i1 eij of even divisors of the totally symmetric
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line bundle 2L, having multiplicity two in the half periods (see [BB], Claims 2^4, and
[Bau], Theorem 2.1 for a detailed discussion).
Remark 3.6. There is a second family of (minimal) Abelian surfaces of degree 18,
and sectional genus 10 embedded in P8, namely those embedded via a polarization
of type 3; 3. These are also contained in nine independent quadrics, that, in contrast
with the 1; 9 case, cut out scheme theoretically the Abelian surface. The homo-
geneous ideal of a 3; 3 polarized Abelian surface is generated by (quadrics and
three independent) cubics (cf. [Se]). See [Co], [Gra], [vdG], and [Ba] for explicit
equations and their relation to the Burchardt quartic.
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